
 

Abstract

 

In this paper we present a probabilistic feature-based ap-
proach to multi-hypothesis global localization and track-
ing. Hypotheses are generated using a constraint-based
search in the interpretation tree of possible local-to-glo-
bal-pairings. This results in a set of continuously located
position hypotheses of unbounded accuracy. For tracking,
the same constraint-based technique is used. It performs
track splitting as soon as location ambiguities arise from
uncertainties and sensing. This yields a localization tech-
nique of extraordinary robustness which can deal with
significant errors from odometry, collisions and kidnap-
ping. Simulation experiments successfully demonstrate
these properties at very low computational cost. The pre-
sented approach is theoretically sound which makes that
the only parameter is the significance level  on which
all statistical decisions are taken.

 

1. Introduction

 

Kalman filter-based position tracking with geometric fea-
tures has been proven to be a very powerful localization
technique and provides several desirable properties. It
usually operates with minimalistic environment represen-
tations and nevertheless exhibits great robustness with re-
spect to environment dynamics. It further combines
unbounded localization accuracy with light-weight imple-
mentations. 

Clearly, position tracking using an extended Kalman fil-
ter (EKF) is a local localization technique with the typical
risk of loosing the track and going lost. This is in contrast
to the POMDP approach to localization [15][14][10]
which maintains a probability distribution over a topology
of nodes, previously overlaid onto the environment. With-
in this graph the robot can never go lost as long as a loca-
tion probability is maintained for each node. In this
manner, arbitrary densities can be represented in order to
cope with the problem of location ambiguity. Recently,
new approaches which overcome earlier methods have

been proposed [8][12]. They employ the principle of par-
ticle filters where location hypotheses are maintained as a
set of samples. However, all these techniques maintain
constantly a big number of hypotheses which in the case
of particle filters have to be carefully weighted and updat-
ed. The ability of these techniques to properly react when
location ambiguities arise from environment or sensing is
due to the quantity of samples and a diffusion strategy
which must be appropriately chosen.

Unlike these methods which can be denoted 

 

location-
driven

 

, our approach to global localization will be 

 

feature-
driven

 

. It reacts directly to the environment in the sense
that 

 

features

 

 tell us when and where to place a location hy-
pothesis – not an a priori topological graph or a dynami-
cally maintained sample set. This allows to maintain
always exactly as many hypotheses as necessary and as
few as possible. The technique which provides this desir-
able property is a constrained-based search in an interpre-
tation tree [11][9][4][13]. This tree is spanned by all
possible local-to-global associations, given a local map of
observed features and a global map of model features. We
consistently employ the same search for hypothesis gen-
eration and tracking.

Figures and examples will use point-, angle- and line fea-
tures for illustration. Please note that the problems dis-
cussed in this paper inherently appear in the use of
features for robot navigation. Depending of the feature
type, they are more or less visible.

 

1.1 Motivation and Problem Statement

 

After five years of experience in EKF-based position
tracking on more than 100 km overall travel distance with
three different robots

 

1

 

 [1], we locate the most critical fail-
ure causes for a localization technique as follows:

α

 

1. This is a very conservative estimate. Explicitly logged are 84
km during a small fraction of time where these robots are oper-
ational with this localization method.
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•

 

Heavy violations of system and system noise models

 

.
Collisions and severe odometry drift in directions
which were not correctable by the observations (fig. 1)

•

 

Feature discriminance

 

. Low feature discriminance is
sensing ambiguity on the level of extracted features
and expresses itself as proximity in the feature’s
parameter space (figure 2).

In practice, single hypothesis tracking can often relocalize
a robot which went lost due to non-discriminant features,
since they typically yield close-to-the-truth pose esti-
mates. But in the particular case of figure 1 and in general
however, both problem sources can lead to false match-
ings and irrecoverable lost situations. A robust tracking
technique shall therefore cope with these problems, espe-
cially with their simultaneous occurrence. It shall further
be able to re-localize from unavoidable lost situations
caused, for instance, by collisions and kidnapping. 

 

2. Hypothesis Generation

 

2.1 Notation

 

In this paper we will make regular use of several terms and
symbols.

the local map  of  observed features
the global map  of  model features
a robot location hypothesis 
the set of all  hypotheses 
the robot location of  with moments  and 
the supporting set of . It contains  pairings 
by which  is held; 
the set of supporting global features 

 of 
the -th offspring hypothesis of hypothesis 

 

2.2 Geometric Constraints

 

Given a pairing  of a local and a global fea-
ture, a geometric constraint is a condition on a property
between two features of a pairing or between two pairings.
Geometric constraints direct the search in the space of all
possible data associations and reduce enormously the
complexity of the problem. We can classify geometric
constraints into two categories:

 

2.2.1 Location Independent Constraints

 

Location independent constraints can be validated without
having an estimation of the robot location. They include

 

unary

 

 and 

 

binary

 

 constraints.

 

Unary constraints

 

 are intrinsic properties of a feature.
Examples are feature type, color, texture or geometric di-
mensions as length or width. In the attempt to find valid
pairings, unary compatibility of two features is directly
obtained by comparison (function 

 

satisfy_unary_con-

straints

 

). Unary constraints allow simple preprocessing of
the map. They are very powerful since whole subspaces
can be excluded from the search beforehand.

 

Binary constraints

 

 always apply to two features. Exam-
ples include relative measures between features like dis-
tance or angle. Binary constraints are used to validate
whether two observed features are consistent with two
model features (function 

 

satisfy_binary_constraints

 

).
With uncertain geometric information all comparisons use
the Mahalanobis distance and a significance level .

 

2.2.2 Location Dependent Constraints

 

Location dependent constraints come into play as soon as
a position estimate is available. The fundamental con-
straint of this type is 

 

rigidity

 

, further there are 

 

visibility

 

and 

 

extension

 

.

The 

 

rigidity constraint

 

 performs a single-feature global-
to-local frame transform also known from the matching
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Figure 1. A situation where the robot goes lost and
where this is very difficult to detect: when the vehicle
arrives at the end of a corridor with a critical amount of
accumulated odometry drift (the estimated position is
drawn in gray, the true one in black), the local corner
feature  is wrongly matched even if the uncertainty
bounds are true. Instead of the correct pairing ,
the pairing  is produced.
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Figure 2. Examples of feature types which are typically
subject to low feature discriminance: a) angle features
modeling corners, c) point features modeling columns
and b) and d) line features modeling walls. Less critical
are features of higher parameter dimensionality as seg-
ments or circles or features of natural discriminance as
doors or, for instance, fire extinguishers. 
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step in a EKF localization scheme. Given a robot location
 with moments  and , an observation  in the robot

frame, and a pairing candidate  from the map, rigidity is
satisfied if the observed feature matches the model feature
in the robot frame (rigidity works in any reference system
however). 

Let  and  be the covariance estimates associated to
 and ,  the Jacobian of the linearized feature

measurement model (the frame transform) with respect to
the robot position and  the Jacobian with respect to
the uncertain feature location in the map. Then the model
feature in the robot frame is obtained by the nonlinear
transform , the innovation by 
with covariance 
using first-order error propagation (and assuming vanish-
ing robot-to-feature correlations). Finally, rigidity is satis-
fied if 

(1)

holds on the significance level  where  is the number
of feature parameters.

Visibility constraints indicate whether a model feature
 is visible from a robot location . Non-visibility can

be due to feature properties as relative view direction, and
due to sensing limitation as maximal range or resolution.
Segments and lines, for instance, always have a visible
outside toward free space and an invisible inside toward
the wall they model. This introduces the concept of the ro-
bot being behind a feature which therefore can be prevent-
ed from further consideration.

Extension constraints test whether an observed feature is
contained in the candidate model feature. This is relevant
for features like line segments or circular arcs whose ob-
servations can be smaller than the model features in some
sense. Rigidity might not be able to test on this. In [4] ex-
tension is satisfied if the observed segment is fully con-
tained in the model segment (they overlap).

2.3 Global Localization Using Geometric
Constraints

The problem of mobile robot localization is formulated as
a matching problem using geometric constraints [9][4]
[13]. It is the problem of finding the set of correct associ-
ations of observations to model features in the space of all
possible ones. ‘Correct’ denotes statistical compatibility
given all involved uncertainties. The search space has the
structure of an interpretation tree [11] with  levels and

 branches. The extra branch allows correct associa-
tions in the presence of spurious observations and thus ac-
counts for environment dynamics.

The search strategy employed here is a depth-first, back-
tracking search which applies geometric constraints at
each tree node to validate whether geometric relations
among observations and their associated model features
are (still) satisfied. This is realized in a identifying while
locating scheme in which pairing formation and location
estimation is performed simultaneously (algorithm 1, [5]).
The strategy reflects the fact that location dependent con-
straints are more powerful in falsifying infeasible hypoth-
eses than location independent constraints.

Algorithm 1 tries first to find a minimal supporting set
with location independent constraints such that a location
estimate can be determined (part ). When an observa-
tion is selected from the local map (function
select_observation), optional rules can be applied to
choose an observation which generates as few pairings as
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Algorithm 1. Given a hypothesis  (with empty  and
no location in the beginning), the local map  and the
global map , the function returns the set of generated
location hypotheses .
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H

function generate_hypotheses( )

 ← 
if  then

 ← 
else

 ← select_observation( )
for  do

 ← 
if satisfy_unary_constraints( ) then

if location_available( ) then
accept ← satisfy_location_dependent_cnstr( )
if accept then

 ← 
 ← 
 ← estimate_robot_location( )

end
else

accept ← true
for  while  accept

accept ← satisfy_binary_constraints( )
end
if accept then

 ← 
 ← 
 ← estimate_robot_location( )

if location_available( ) then
for  while  accept

accept ← satisfy_location_dependent_cnstr( )
end

end
end

end
if accept then

generate_hypotheses( )
end

end
end
generate_hypotheses( )

end

return 
end
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possible. As soon as a robot location estimate is available
(function location_available), the algorithm applies loca-
tion dependent constraints (satisfy_location_dependent_

cnstr). If a new acceptable pairing is found, the function
recurs in a depth-first manner with a refined location esti-
mate (function estimate_robot_location, see section 2.3.1)
and an extended supporting set (part ). Thus, at each
tree level, all consistent pairings between the observation

 and all model features  are generated. The algo-
rithm also considers the possibility of observations being
spurious by recursing without consideration of the previ-
ously selected observation. Note that the significance lev-
el  is the only parameter the user has to specify. It
decides on acceptance or rejection of the geometric con-
straints. 

2.3.1 Estimating the Robot Location
Given a supporting set 

 the robot position  can be estimated using the
extended Kalman filter. The Kalman filter is however a
recursive formulation, well suited for tracking applica-
tions where there is always an a priori state estimate. For
the case of hypothesis generation where no a priori posi-
tion is available, an adequate reformulation of the EKF is
the extended information filter (EIF). The EIF is a batch
estimator and resembles directly the weighted mean (refer
to [3] for derivation and further details).

Let  denote the stacked innovation vector of all pair-
ings  and  its associated covariance matrix. Let
further  be the  Jacobian matrix of the linearized
feature measurement model (the frame transform) with re-
spect to the robot position.  is the number of observa-
tions which is the number of observed features  times
their number of parameters . Then the EIF is as follows:

(2)

(3)

where  is a -matrix such that

. (4)

Assigning zero weight to the odometry-based state predic-
tion can be elegantly done by setting its inverse – the in-
formation matrix – to zero

. (5)

By substituting equation (5) into equations (2) and (3) and
using (4), we obtain a conventional equation system
where we can easily see that dependent on , being great-

er or smaller than three, the system is over- or underdeter-
mined.

(6)

The solution of (6) is obtained via the pseudoinverse

. (7)

where we can distinguish between  being singu-
lar or non-singular. In the latter case, the equation system
(6) has a unique solution in the least square sense
(location_available returns true). In the former case, only a
non-unique pose estimate with infinite number of solu-
tions is returned (location_available returns false).

3. Hypothesis Tracking

Single hypothesis tracking assumes always correctness of
its estimate and does not account for data association am-
biguities even when they were noticeable. Under condi-
tions of uncertain pose estimates and low feature
discriminance, this approach, as mentioned in section 1, is
likely to produce incorrect pairings.

Even if a technique for global localization as presented
in section 2 were available, a single hypothesis approach
to pose tracking would require a method to detect lost sit-
uations. But detecting lost situations is extremely difficult
in general. A lost situation is equal to the case of estimator
inconsistency which loosely speaking means that the state
moments make mutually incompatible statements. Fig. 1,
an example from practice, illustrates a case where an in-
correct pairing is performed causing the robot to be
wrongly aligned to model corner  instead of , and
though its uncertainty to collapse. In such a situation it is
useless to try to detect the lost situations by

• looking whether the pose uncertainty grows

• looking for a significantly deviating behavior of the
matching statistics

• looking for a significantly deviating behavior of the
observation residuals (innovations)

• comparing the state prediction to a locally generated
hypothesis set

The tools from estimation theory for estimator inconsis-
tency detection (e.g. testing on innovation whiteness [3])
offer no means to discover the lost situation of figure 1.

The strategic step towards a solution of this problem is to
loosen the strict distinction of being localized and being
lost. With  as the set of location hy-
potheses and  the number of hypotheses, we in-
troduce the following terms
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(8)

3.1 Hypothesis Generation During Tracking

It lies in the nature of the localization task that uncertain-
ties from perception and action are accompanied by sens-
ing ambiguities. Finding correct local-to-global data
associations under these conditions can be very difficult.
Maintaining multiple robot location hypotheses is a
scheme with the ability to cope with this type of ambiguity
since different statistically compatible supporting sets can
be represented by different location hypotheses (figure 3).

Therefore we look for an algorithm which re-generates
hypotheses during tracking as soon as there is no guaran-
tee anymore that the correct matching can be found. This
property has validate_hypothesis, which, given a location,
a local and a global map, splits up into multiple offspring
hypotheses if statistical compatibility with several sup-
porting sets can be established at that location. As for hy-
pothesis generation, algorithm 2 generates at each level of
the interpretation tree all consistent pairings between the
observation  and all model features . If a new ac-
ceptable pairing is found, the function recurs with an ex-
tended supporting set but this time not with a refined
position estimation. In this manner the algorithm finds all
supporting sets in the vicinity of the initially given loca-
tion  and returns them in form of a hypothesis set .
Again, the second recursion call implements the extra

branch in the interpretation tree that allows correct associ-
ations in the presence of outlier observations. After
validate_hypothesis has been applied for each , we can
distinguish the three cases verification, falsification and
division:

• , hypothesis verification. The hypothesis 
is confirmed by location dependent constraints. Given
the supporting set , the robot location is estimated
and  is admitted to .

• , hypothesis falsification. The hypothesis
can not be held any more by location dependent con-
straints on the significance level . It gets rejected.
Hypothesis scoring could be employed here if the
quality of the noise models were so poor that the true
hypothesis gets discarded often. Hypotheses would be
rejected if the score fell below a threshold through
several falsifications and not just by a single one.

• , hypothesis division. The track of hypothe-
sis  splits up into several offspring hypotheses

 which all can be held by location
dependent constraints at the predicted robot location
(figure 4). The robot locations are estimated with the
EIF using their respective supporting set.

3.2 Hypothesis Elimination During Tracking

When an uncertain hypothesis splits up, it can happen that
duplicate hypotheses are produced. This is illustrated in
figure 5, where two hypotheses  produce each four
hypotheses. If these duplicates are not eliminated,  will
grow containing redundant information, and thus under-
mining our intent to reach .

n  

0= the robot is lost

1= the robot is localized

 1> the robot is not localized





a)

b)

c)

Figure 3. The fundamental idea behind multi-hypothesis
position tracking: A well localized robot in a) moves and
observes a single feature in b) where it is impossible to
say which is the correct pairing in view of the uncertain-
ties. Instead, two hypotheses are generated in c) which
represent all possible pairings at that location. The two
hypotheses are tracked using location dependent con-
straints until a single one remains.
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Algorithm 2. Given the hypothesis to be validated at
location , , the local map  and the global map ,
the function returns the set of valid hypotheses .

Lh h L G
Hv

function validate_hypothesis( )

 ← 
if  then

 ← 
else

 ← select_observation( )
for  do

 ← 
if satisfy_unary_constraints( ) then

if satisfy_location_dependent_cnstr( ) then
 ← 
 ←  validate_hypothesis( )

end
end

end
 ←  validate_hypothesis( )

end

return 
end
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3.2.1 Duplicate Detection
Two hypotheses  are identical if they contain the
same piece of information which in our case is identical
location. Testing on positions  and eliminate hypothe-
ses if they were close in some sense seems to be a straight-
forward approach. If however feature discriminance is
low and closely located model features produce closely
located position hypotheses, it would be incorrect to de-
clare them as duplicates. They are held by different sup-
porting sets and therefore they are different robot
locations – independent on their distance.

Set-based conditions account for this distinction. They
keep correctness in this sense and thereby conserve full lo-
calization accuracy. Following this direction, identical lo-
cation is due to identical supporting sets.

(9)

This condition can be further generalized. In case of ex-
tensive uncertainties, unexpected ‘permutations’ of a sup-
porting set become statistically correct. Such associations
can also yield identical locations. If we loosen condition
(9) and demand only equal global supporting features ,
we cover all these associations. It can be shown that given
an , it is sufficient to keep only the supporting set –
among all possible supporting sets of  – with minimal
error distance [2]. With the extended condition (10), these
‘permutations’ are declared as duplicates and the rejection
criterion will then choose the hypothesis with the best 
among them.

(10)

Sometimes the current observation does not provide
enough information to uniquely estimate a robot position
(e.g. robot observes a single line or two angle-only fea-
tures). Then, the EIF is underdetermined and will return

an infinite number of solutions. These solutions denote a
degree of freedom in the robot position. Along this degree
of freedom, condition (10) is unable to distinguish dupli-
cate hypotheses because several distinct hypotheses can
be aligned to the same model feature (figure 6). They all
would be wrongly declared as duplicates.

For non-unique pose estimates we therefore use an addi-
tional distance condition. Let  and  be the
first and second moments of  and  respectively,
then ‘closeness’ is defined by means of the Mahalanobis
distance

(11)

where  must hold.  is a value chosen
from a -distribution with three degrees of-freedom.
The complete condition is now

(12)

where we wrote . The flag  is true if the
supporting set yields a unique position and false otherwise
(  and  are identical as  is demanded). 

3.2.2 Duplicate Rejection
Unlike Markovian and particle filter approaches, location
hypotheses generated with our method do not have an in-
dividual probability. They are equally plausible robot lo-
cations since they satisfy their uncertain geometric
relationships on the same given significance level .

Location estimates differ, however, in their joint Mahal-
anobis distance. The joint Mahalanobis distance has the
same structure than equation 1 except that it applies not
only to a single pairing but sums up over the whole sup-
porting set, including correlations. It is basically the sum

gi

gi

Figure 4. Examples for hypothesis generation during
tracking. Given a hypothesis, a displacement resulting in
an uncertain pose and a local map with a single feature

, two hypotheses are generated. One with the
supporting sets  and the other with 

. Both can be held on the specified level .
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Figure 5. An example of hypothesis duplication. Given a
local map with a –point feature  , and a –angle
feature , hypotheses  split up each into four off-
springs after an uncertain movement A to B. This results
in eight hypotheses at , four of them being redundant.
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of the weighted squared error distances (or residuals). The
best hypothesis is the one minimizing the distance out of
a duplicate set . In other words, we accept the hypoth-
esis which, from its location, satisfies best the rigidity
constraint.

4. Experiments

A simulation environment has been developed which al-
lows to create maps and to manually guide the robot
through a virtual environment. Local maps are generated
by ray tracing where a 360° range finder with 1° resolu-
tion is simulated. The maximal range has been limited to
two meters. Odometry employes two error models (see
below) whereas observations and model features receive a
typical, constant and uncorrelated uncertainty. In the be-
ginning, the user drops the robot at a position from which
– since  is empty – the hypothesis generation phase is
started. Tracking is done by manually placing the robot
relative to its last true position (which is known in simu-
lation). These user positions are the predicted odometry
positions for which the error models compute the corre-
sponding uncertainties (robots drawn in gray with 95%–
ellipses in figure 7). The real robot (black in figure 7) is
subject to errors according to the models and reaches the
specified locations only approximately. Finally, kidnap-
ping noise can be introduced as illustrated in the experi-
ment hereafter.

The current simulation employs infinite lines as features.
It shall however be underlined that the presented approach
to multi-hypothesis localization is completely general
with respect to the feature type. We briefly summarize the
relevant properties of lines for hypothesis generation: in-

finite lines have no unary and no extension constraints.
Their only binary constraints is the angle between two
lines. Rigidity and visibility are well defined. Selecting
observations from local maps (function
select_observation) is best done by the rule to return per-
pendicular lines to a given reference line. The advantage
of infinite lines lies in the capacity to efficiently model
man-made environments with long walls. In view of the
complexity of the search problem, compact environment
modeling is vital and has thus a compensating effect onto
the lack of unary and extension constraints. 

The simulation run of figure 7 shall test simultaneous hy-
pothesis generation and tracking under conditions of sig-
nificant odometry errors and low feature discriminance.
We inject

• Wheel space noise accounting for uneven floors, wheel
slippage or resolution artifacts. Here, the consistent
model from [7] has been implemented using a piece-
wise linear approximation. Error growth factors have
been magnified by a factor of two.

• Cartesian space noise accounting for collisions. A
simple model with error growth proportional to the rel-
ative angular and translational displacement has been
taken [6]. Error growth factors have been magnified by
a factor of ten.

• Kidnapping noise accounting for the case of a robot
clandestinely brought away from its true position. This
type of noise is unmodeled.

4.1 Results

In step 1, the robot has no a priori knowledge on its posi-
tion and observes two perpendicular lines. This yields 72
hypotheses (figure 8a). Steps 3 and 4 are sufficient to lo-
calize the robot which stays localized until step 8. This al-
though the robot moves blindly on a long distance
between steps 6 and 7, causing the uncertainty to grow ex-
tensively and thus the error of the true robot as well. In
step 11, the robot tries to move forward but collides with
a person. It ends up far from the predicted odometry posi-
tion. No valid pairings can be produced with the current
local map at that prediction yielding zero hypotheses – the
robot is lost. Hypothesis generation is therefore activated
at step 12 with four observed lines. These four lines turn
out to be globally unique in combination and therefore
yield a single (the true) hypothesis. During steps 13 to 17
(figure 8b) this hypothesis splits up several times since un-
certainties do not allow to uniquely determine the true
supporting set. Although the lines which give rise to the
track splitting are 40 cm apart, the uncertainties from
odometry force validate_hypothesis to generate two or
more hypotheses aligned to these lines. In step 18 we kid-
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nap the robot and bring it far down to the bottom of the
corridor. The observation at step 18 is still compatible
with its expectation from the predicted position (gray).
There is thus no evidence to the robot of what happened.
Only at position 19 no location dependent constraints can
be satisfied anymore – the robot is lost again. The local
map from position 20 consists of three lines and yields
twelve hypotheses (figure 8c) which can be falsified dur-
ing the last steps up to the true one (figure 8d): the robot
is localized again.

During this 23 step path, the following data has been re-
corded: The average relative displacement between the
observations of each step is 1.49 m and -18.0° in . The
average prediction error – difference of predicted (gray)
and true (black) location – is 0.26 m and 10.2°. A total of
31 hypotheses performed track splitting into a total of 70
offspring hypotheses. Further, the number of floating
point operations has been determined as 58 kflops in av-
erage and 355 kflops maximal (at step 2 when 72 hypoth-
eses are tracked, partially split up and eliminated).

4.2 Discussion

The algorithm succeeded always in generating and track-
ing the true robot hypothesis. This is remarkable in view
of the extent of odometry errors and the average distance
between two observations. The robot stays localized in the
presence of errors and sensing ambiguities where, drawn
from experience, a single hypothesis tracking would fail.
This is a dramatic increase in robustness which is made
possible with a small amount of computational cost. Fur-
thermore, after steps 1, 12 and 20 where the hypotheses
are generated without an a priori position estimate, we can
state a very fast convergence toward the true hypothesis
(figure 9). This although infinite lines provide only mini-
malistic environment information.
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Figure 7. The simulated test path. Besides extensive
odometry uncertainties and errors, the robot collides
with a person at step 11 and gets kidnapped at step 18.
The ellipses denote unmagnified 95% probability levels.
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Figure 8. Hypotheses set  at a) step 1, b) steps 13-17,
c) step 20 and d) steps 21 (four hypotheses), 22 and 23.
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Figure 9. Number of hypotheses. Diamonds (steps 4-
10,12,13,22,23): the robot is localized, circles (steps
11,19): the robot is lost, points: the robot is not localized.



An important observation is also that odometry error
models become less important. They are liberated from
the burden to be physically well grounded uncertainty
models but get the character of local search regions in
which validate_hypothesis looks for feasible pairings.

5. Conclusions

In this paper we presented a probabilistic feature-based
approach to multi-hypothesis global localization and
tracking. We addressed further the issue of stable tracking
which consistently uses the same search technique as for
hypothesis generation. In order to cope with data associa-
tion ambiguities, hypotheses split up as soon as the correct
pairing cannot be guaranteed anymore. From the experi-
ments we conclude that the presented approach is practi-
cal and exhibits the degree of robustness which was
initially required. With 58 kflops as the mean computa-
tional effort for both, hypothesis generation and tracking,
the experiments further suggest that the typical efficiency
of the feature-based paradigm could have been retained.

Future work will focus on the explicit mathematical rep-
resentation and treatment of cases of non-unique EIF lo-
cation estimates. Finally, simulations usually allow to
identify only optimistic bounds of the practicability of a
method. This is why an implementation on a real robot is
needed.
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